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The Rough Guide to Chile is the ultimate travel guide to this fascinating country, with expert

coverage of all the best attractions, suggested itineraries to help you plan your trip, comprehensive

color maps to make getting around easy, and evocative photos that bring the destination to

life.Discover the highlights of this year-round destination with the latest information on trekking in

Parque Nacional Torres del Paine, wine tasting in the Central Valleys, exploring the intriguing

Easter Island, and star-gazing in San Pedro de Atacama. The Rough Guide to Chile is packed with

insightful, up-to-date reviews of the best accommodations, restaurants, bars, clubs, and shops for

all budgets, as well as detailed practical advice on Chile's diverse outdoor activities, from rafting the

mighty RÃƒÂo FutaleufÃƒÂº to horseback riding around Santiago.Make the most of your time with

The Rough Guide to Chile.
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Born and brought up in south London, Shafik Meghji co-presented the Channel 4 youth sports

programme Rookies, before heading to the University of Warwick to study politics and international

studies. After graduating in 2001, he gained the Guardian's Scott Trust Bursary for aspiring

journalists and went on to write for the paper and study newspaper journalism at City University,

London. Shafik then worked as a news and sports reporter for the Evening Standard until

wanderlust set in and he left for India and South America, where he wrote for UK and US

publications.After returning to London, Shafik worked as a freelance news, features and sports

journalist for a wide range of newspapers, magazines and websites, including the Independent and



the Mirror, before joining Rough Guides in 2007. A co-author of the forthcoming Rough Guide to

India (eighth edition), Shafik has also contributed to Rough Guides to the Baltic States, Chile, Nepal,

Paris and Egypt, as well as Earthbound: a Rough Guide to the World in Pictures and Make the Most

of Your Time on Earth: a Rough Guide to the World (second edition). When not on the road, Shafik

is based in south London, where he works as a writer and editor for Amnesty International UK and

as a freelance journalist.

Very helpful and includes many leads. Probably 5 star for most travelers. Info for south of Puerto

Montt limited even accessing .cl, .org. CONAF. A recurring wonder - should any .com be included

under ROUGH

Being chilean and wanting to travel my country with my family (5 kids and husband) by land, I can

say this is a pretty good guide full of information , tips and maps. Totally worth it!

Great guide book, we used this in addition to trip advisor.

Generally good info, but desired info not easily located. Found it harder to read than other guides

and things to see and do could be increased. Many maps are difficult to read with small font.

I have found Rough Guides easy to use, with more detail than is often found in other guidebooks,

and this guide to Chile is no exception. I have been reading the 2015 library copy, and realize I

should really have this book in hand on my upcoming trip, especially since I usually tear my books

apart and take only the sections for the areas I plan to visit. I especially like the city and region

maps. I've also found that the Kindle editions are just not as easy to navigate, much as I hoped I

could save luggage weight with them. Better to fold up a few pages to take out on the street,

especially if you are not paying roaming charges or may not even have a phone along. I also like

the overviews in the contexts sections of history, landscape and environment, music, literature and

cinema.
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